Undivided attention improves postoperative anesthesia handover recall
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Background: For years, undivided attention during the presurgical “timeout” has been utilized as a precaution to ensure patient safety. The information relayed during the timeout is presented in a confirmatory nature rather than a delegation of new information. However, it is a standard of practice in which all members of the operating theater provide their full and undivided attention. Standards of patient care should be contiguous throughout the preoperative, perioperative, and postoperative stages of surgery. In this manner, it is expected that the same undivided attention afforded during the timeout should be maintained when transferring the patient to the postanesthesia care unit.

Methods: In this study, information was collected regarding handover of information during the transfer status postsurgical procedures. Data were collected via observing interactions between the anesthesiologist and the nurse during verbal patient transfers.

Results: This study demonstrated that the presence of undivided attention during the handover of a surgical patient in the postanesthesia care unit has a direct correlation with improved recall of the information discussed during handover.

Conclusion: Focus is on the quantity of information that can be recalled by the transferring nurse, and whether or not undivided attention affects the outcome. Analysis focuses on suggestions to better improve patient safety and recovery when being transferred in an anesthetic setting. The practice of patient handover should be standardized to better improve the safety and quality of medical care.
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Introduction

Upon completion of a surgery in the operating room (OR), patients must be transferred, along with all pertinent information regarding their case, to the postanesthesia care unit (PACU). This information includes, but is not limited to, the patient’s name, the procedure, medications given, and further directions or instructions for care. Patient information handover relies on the transfer of information, professional responsibility, and accountability between individuals and teams.1 Handover events carry inherent risk and depend greatly upon the teamwork and communication among health care professionals.2,3 Previously conducted studies have shown that lapses in proper handover protocol result in deleterious events.4–7 Patient information is transferred between staff from multiple professions in medicine with varying perspectives of the course of the surgery. Technical errors are prone to occur when there are communication failures between surgeons, anesthetists, and the anesthesia care team.6,8,9
The anesthesia care team plays an integral role in the line of handover when transferring a patient from the OR to the PACU. During patient transfer, the anesthesiologist is charged with maintaining equipment and monitoring patient vital status in a very busy and hectic environment. Often, patient information handover is received by health care professionals who have little to no prior knowledge of the patient before assuming responsibility for that patient. This brief interaction is a very complex and dynamic bridging between the operating theater and the PACU, and as such, must be closely regulated in order to maintain the same quality of safety standards that are utilized in these two settings.

Hospitals and researchers have made many proposals on how to improve the quality of handovers.\(^1\)\(^2\) One study highlights the implementation of electronic software to affect the accuracy and overall quality of patient handover.\(^3\)\(^4\) We propose that a focus on undivided attention has the power to greatly improve postoperative anesthesia handover recall. We underscore the importance of the first handover interaction between the anesthesiologist and the nurse. We observe if the nurses stop whatever they are doing at the moment to look at the doctors when information is passed, or if the nurses continue doing whatever they were doing while passively listening.

We do not acknowledge age-related differences in recall, albeit we are aware they may exist.\(^5\)\(^6\) This observational study targets undivided attention and attempts to discover whether or not there is a significant difference in outcomes for a patient's safety and recovery when being transferred in an anesthetic setting.

**Materials and methods**

This is a case series study of participating subjects. Data were collected in the PACUs of Queen's Hospital and King George's Hospital. These are the two main hospitals of the Barking, Havering and Redbridge National Health Service (NHS) Trust, furnishing 939 and 450 beds, respectively. Both of these modern hospitals were constructed in the past 20 years and serve the same diverse population of over 700,000 residents who fall under the care of the Barking, Havering and Redbridge NHS Trust in the United Kingdom. Participants in this study include nurses and anesthesiologists who play active roles in each postoperative handover of patient information. Subjects were randomly selected from a list of employees scheduled to work in the PACU on days that the data were collected. The participants did not actively volunteer to participate; rather, they agreed to participate only after being selected. Information was recorded and documented regarding the handover of information between multiple anesthesiologists and ten different PACU nurses during the study. There were seven females and three male nurses that participated in the study. While the selection of participants was not congruent with a true randomization, it should be noted that the days on which data were collected were chosen at random and the researchers were unaware of which participants (nurses and anesthesiologists) would be available that day. In addition, participants were not aware of which days were chosen during which to conduct the study, and thus neither the researchers, nor the participants were aware of which surgical cases and patients would be utilized to collect the handover data.

The sample size of 50 handover events was justified based on prior similar studies. The only exclusion criterion regarding participation was refusal by nurses or anesthesiologists to be observed and documented. Data collection of the original handover was instituted immediately at the entrance of patients into their corresponding PACU bay. Twenty minutes after the completion of handover, researchers instituted assessment of recall. Assessment of recall took less than 1 minute in all cases that were included in the dataset. Any and all data that were collected after 21 minutes from the completion of initial handover were not included in the study. There was no control group in this study design. Independent variables of this study design pertain to the number of units handed over during each handover event. Dependent variables include the number of units recalled 20 minutes after the original handover took place. It is expected that some nurses have better recall abilities than others. In order to control for the difference in natural recall abilities and memory capacity, the number of handover events was evenly distributed among each participant. To ensure this, researchers continued to collect data until information regarding five handovers had been received for each nurse.

As each patient entered the PACU, airway management device (rebreathing mask, laryngeal mask airway, or endotracheal tube), bed location, and handover starting time were noted. Patients were also labeled as either an adult or a pediatric case (age <18 years). During each handover event, researchers listened to the verbal handover of specific information from the anesthesiologist to the nurse. These specific information points were termed “handover units.”
After the handover was completed, the handover ending time was noted. Handover information/units that were noted include patient name, allergies, operation performed, perioperative analgesics, perioperative antibiotics, postoperative analgesics prescribed, and postoperative antiemetics prescribed. During each handover event, it was also noted whether or not the anesthesiologist had the full, undivided attention of the nurse. A nurse was noted to be giving their undivided attention only if they were not performing any other tasks while the handover was taking place other than listening and asking questions. Tasks that would have precluded the nurse from giving their undivided attention include, but are not limited to, placing electrocardiogram leads, attaching pulse oximeter, attaching nasal cannula, attaching noninvasive blood pressure cuff, administering medications, and writing in patient chart or on scratch paper. Twenty minutes after the original handover ended, the PACU nurse was asked to recall only those handover units that had been verbally relayed to them by the anesthesiologist during the handover. The number of handover events recalled was then logged for each handover event. At the time of recall, the number of patients under the nurse’s care was also noted.

Statistical analysis
The probability of remembering any given handover unit was modeled using a generalized linear mixed model. The model included terms for whether undivided attention was given (yes/no), the nurse receiving the handover, and a residual term. The nurse was treated as a random effect, as information discussed during handover. One study showed that having undivided attention while being presented information may not be necessary for simple recognition of the information, but it does have a significant impact on the unassisted recollection of that information at a later time.14

Results
The data collected is presented in Table 1 and Figures 1–3. Table 1 shows the number of units recalled grouped by whether undivided attention was given and by the total number of units recalled. The percentage of units recalled per handover is shown grouped by whether undivided attention was given (Figure 1), by the total number of units handed over (Figure 2), and by nurse (Figure 3).

Undivided attention was found to increase the odds of remembering any given unit by a ratio of 4.43 (confidence interval 2.03–11.16). When undivided attention is not given, the probability of remembering any given unit is 67.5%. When undivided attention is given, the probability of remembering any given unit is 90.2%.

No significant difference in recall rate is noted between the two hospital sites or between the three airway types. A small difference is seen between adult patients (mean recall rate of 78.9%) and pediatric patients (mean recall rate of 75.4%); however, this is not statistically significant. A difference is observed depending on the total number of units handed over (see Figure 2); however, this is also not statistically significant.

Discussion
It can be said with confidence that the presence of undivided attention during the handover of a surgical patient in the PACU has a direct correlation with improved recall of the information discussed during handover. One study showed that having undivided attention while being presented information may not be necessary for simple recognition of the information, but it does have a significant impact on the unassisted recollection of that information at a later time.14

Table 1 Distribution of the number of units recalled, grouped by whether or not undivided attention was given and by the total number of units handed over

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Undivided attention given (no/yes)</th>
<th>Total units handed over</th>
<th>Units recalled</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1 (100%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2 (33.3%)</td>
<td>2 (33.3%)</td>
<td>2 (33.3%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 (14.3%)</td>
<td>3 (42.9%)</td>
<td>2 (28.6%)</td>
<td>1 (14.3%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1 (20.0%)</td>
<td>1 (20.0%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2 (40.0%)</td>
<td>1 (20.0%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2 (40.0%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 (20.0%)</td>
<td>1 (20.0%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3 (100%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 (16.7%)</td>
<td>5 (83.3%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3 (50%)</td>
<td>3 (50%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 (14.3%)</td>
<td>1 (14.3%)</td>
<td>2 (28.6%)</td>
<td>3 (42.9%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 (25%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 (25%)</td>
<td>2 (50%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It should be noted that recognition of information was achieved via a provided list of possible correct answer choices, whereas conscious recollection was achieved without any prompting or assistance.\textsuperscript{14} In the stressful and hectic PACU environment, nurses should be able to consciously recall crucial information concerning their patients, as there may be little time to refer to patient charts during an emergency situation. Interruptions during the delivery of health care and the passage of information from one health care provider to another should be minimized so that any negative impact from these interruptions can be avoided.\textsuperscript{15,16}

Tape-recorded handovers have been employed in the past, but were utilized in lieu of face-to-face handovers. It has been suggested that tape-recording of the handover should be used as adjunct and in addition to the face-to-face verbal handover to optimize retrieval of information.\textsuperscript{17} It can be understood that information passed via verbal handover is prone to being lost or forgotten due to human error.\textsuperscript{18} A proper solution to this problem would be to implement a handover checklist or proforma. In an attempt to improve patient safety standards, many branches of the health care industry have implemented a checklist model into daily patient care. Checklists have been shown to effectively decrease morbidity and mortality by highlighting various aspects of safety, such as improvements in teamwork and communication.\textsuperscript{19,20} Standardized proformas have also been shown to increase overall data transfer up to 20\% when compared to handovers recorded using handwritten notes.\textsuperscript{18} As such, we recommend the implementation of a standardized handover checklist during all postoperative handovers to improve data transfer and communication. The British Medical Association recommends the development of a standardized handover protocol that includes standardized proformas to be utilized during patient handovers.\textsuperscript{21} The Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO) has recommended the standardization of handover as a National Patient Safety Goal since 2006.\textsuperscript{22} In their model, JCAHO included minimal interruptions as well as verification of proper communication by repeating back information. The implementation of standardized readbacks of information has helped improve safety standards in aviation and air traffic control as well as in the health care setting.\textsuperscript{23} In order to take advantage of the proven benefits of readbacks, we recommend that PACU staff repeat handover information back to anesthesia providers to confirm the accuracy of information as well as to improve information recall.

Various standardized handover mnemonic tools have been created to facilitate information transfer in health care.

Figure 1 Boxplot of recall rates grouped by whether or not undivided attention was given.
Notes: The thick line indicates the median, the box indicates the interquartile range, and the whiskers indicate the range. When undivided attention was not given, the median recall rate was 66.7\% (with a range of 16.7\%–100.0\%), and when undivided attention was given, the median recall rate was 100.0\% (with a range of 50.0\%–100.0\%).

Figure 2 Boxplot of recall rate grouped by total units handed over.
Notes: The thick line indicates the median, the box indicates the interquartile range, and the whiskers indicate the range. The median recall rate was 100.0\% when three units were handed over, 100.0\% when four units were handed over, 80.0\% when five units were handed over, 75.0\% when six units were handed over, and 85.7\% when seven units were handed over.

Figure 3 Boxplot of recall rate grouped by nurse.
Note: The thick line indicates the median, the box indicates the interquartile range, and the whiskers indicate the range.
A few examples include IDEAL: identity, diagnosis, events, anticipated, leave; PEDIATRICS: problem list, expected tasks, diagnosis, if/then, administrative data, therapeutics, results, intravenous access, custody, and consents; and DATAS: demographics, assessments, tests, alerts, status. The most widely used handover mnemonic tool in recent use, SBAR, was modeled after naval military procedures and refers to situation, background, assessment, and request. The implementation of SBAR into numerous branches of the health care industry has resulted in improvements in the overall quality and standard of patient safety.\textsuperscript{24,25} As such, we strongly recommend the use of a standardized handover mnemonic tool, such as SBAR, to help regiment the handover process and to take advantage of these improvements in the safety profile of handovers.

Although our case series study was simple and relatively inexpensive, with our data being obtained via firsthand observation of the handover process, we acknowledge the presence of certain limitations. Limitations of the study include those associated with case series studies, including, but not limited to, the Hawthorne effect and measurement bias. In our particular study, the possibility exists that during the study, one or more of the participants (anesthesiologists and nurses) may have become aware that information recall was the variable being assessed. As such, the Hawthorne/observer effect may have been demonstrated by the nurses’ attempts to pay more attention during handover to recall more information when tested by the researchers. In addition, some of the anesthesiologists may have made an effort to include more (or less) information during handover than they normally would have if they had not been aware of our study on handover information recall.

Another limitation of this study is the possible existence of nonuniform measurement bias. As no reference standard exists for the measurement of undivided attention, our subjective assessment of this variable is susceptible to inaccuracies. Patient handover in the PACU is a complex and widely variable aspect of the postoperative surgical setting. As such, further studies should be done in an effort to standardize the practice of handover with the ultimate goal of maximizing patient safety.

Future work in this area may utilize voice recorded and video recorded handovers so that handover data are frozen in media until required. This will provide technology enhanced information storage, and the nurse can access it by rewinding or playing the tapes for recall, eg, to know how much morphine was given, in the OR, what antibiotic was given, and at what time, etc. This would clearly minimize human error. Further studies might expand on the recommendations we have made by testing them directly in the PACU handover setting.
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